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Corporate name

Direccte Île-de-France 
(Industrial development 
division)

Context
Knowledge of the regional 
economic and industrial 
base, assistance in creation 
projects or to companies  
in Île-de-France,  
support in Île-de-France 
competitive clusters

Location
Paris

OUR CUSTOMER

including Cetim in order to 
set up this programme.
“Through Acamas, a programme 
which assists companies in their 
dramatic change strategy, Cetim 
already has real experience in 
strategic assistance to companies”, 
explained Emmanuel Moreau, 
head of job training at Direccte-
IDF.
The training was therefore set up 
by a pair of two experts, one in 

One of the functions of 
Directed Île-de-France 
(formerly Drire) is 

to fund collective actions for 
SMEs. Industrial development 
project managers need to have 
a good understanding of the 
strategic arguments put forward 
by company heads in order 
to organise their operations. 
Government agents are trained 
from their arrival in the various 
departments in order to better 
prepare their meetings with 
these managers and in particular 
those from SMEs.

Company strategy
One of the two training courses 
proposed is called “company 
strategy”. Direccte launched 
a small request for proposals 
to several service providers 

company strategy and another 
in pedagogical engineering. 
Three sessions with, on average, 
ten participants were then 
organised. The third session 
takes place several weeks later so 
that the agents can be faced with 
real cases in the meantime.

Analysis  
of practical cases
The participants also watched 
videos of company heads taken 
from the Acamas network 
promotion in order to prepare 
themselves. These practical 
cases were associated with a 
reading grid that the participants 
were asked to fill out in order to 
practise detecting the relevance 
of the strategic arguments used. 
The Cetim instructors were 
able to reinforce the practical 
aspects and capitalise on the 
scenarios presented after 
analysing the reading grids. 
“The content of these sessions 
was in line with our expectations 
which was also confirmed by 
the participants themselves”, 
affirmed Emmanuel Moreau. 
The Acamas programme 
initiated by FIM with Cetim's 
support is aimed at assisting 
SMEs in an anticipation and 
change approach.

Cetim’s asset
Via Acamas, Cetim has precious knowledge 
of the industrial base and various 
company strategies. Through its expertise 
in pedagogical engineering, the Centre  
is able to transform a consulting action 
into a learning plan.

In 2010, Direccte Île-de-France organised a series of training 
programmes on company strategy for its new agents. Cetim, 
which is experienced in this area and is recognised for the 
operations carried out in the scope of Acamas, was entrusted 
with the mission.
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